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must decidedly do something to improve his condition.
He did not dream of consulting doctors. What scared him. away from them was less lack of faith in their methods than fear of giving away his secrets to anybody else. In this respect he was as suspicious as he could possibly be. Sometimes he carried his own letters to various distant post-offices, and had letters addressed to him under initials, paste restante, to avoid any possibility of tampering with them. In the street he sometimes turned around to see whether he was being followed.
He might have taken the risk of trying one of those specialities extolled by advertisements ; but he was hostile to these drugs which one introduced blindly into one's system. As he read his paper, he noticed repeatedly, on the backpage, the advertisements of two brands of" electric belts," which were carrying on a clamorous, competitive publicity at the time: Dr. Sanden's Herculex and Dr. MacLaughlin's Electro-Vigour. He read the announcements closely.
To Quinette, member of the public and an educated man, they rang false. The very personalities of the two doctors seemed to belong to that chimerical kingdom of the popular pharmacopoeia, in which there rubbed elbows village priests, gatherers of simples, the good Sisters, guardians of a secret against wetting your bed, and philanthropists bound by a vow which obliged them to insert an advertisement every morning, just as others have a Mass said every day.
But in Quinette the inventor a different feeling awakened : that of confraternity. He could very well see himself, if his researches had turned in that direction, inventing an apparatus capable of diffusing in the lumbar region the effluvia of an artificial springtime. As for daring to laugh at the two doctors, he knew only too well how far an invention of capital importance may weat to profane eyes an aspect of the ridiculous.
After these reflections, and others, he had finally decided to make a trial of Dr. Sanden's Herculex, which had the

